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Makiko: «this is exactly the reason why Mom said no to me once. We used to be friends in elementary school and I really want to go to the beach, but she said that fighting for the country became everyone’s job so you can’t go». She asks him for a ride to the local fishing
cooperative. He agrees, for he remembers that he spent many happy times there. Kamio uses his boat, Asukamaru, to take her to the latitude N30, longitude L128, where the largest, heaviest and most powerfully armed battleships ever constructed Yamato was sunk on April, 7th
1945; however, her request is denied. She meets by chance the captain Katsumi Kamio of the fishing vessel Asukamaru and discloses that she is the stepdaughter of Officer Nagoya Uchida and Kamio immediately accepts to take her in the risky journey. When they reach the spot
where Yamato was sunk, he considers that he finally reached the end of the Showa era. It is 24 September 1945. In this day, 19 soldiers of the 4th squadron lead by Commander Itaya Masuyuki aboard the battleship Yamato, have gone to Okinawa to participate to the Battle of
Okinawa. 3 hours after his departure, he hears the announcement: «Admiral Hira, Yamato takes off from Yokosuka, she is launching her suicide mission». The ship starts to dive fast. Itaya is the last survivor. He takes a decision: he will stay in the ship, hoping for death. But he is
forced to live until the end. He wakes up in the last seconds before the explosion of the ship in the port of Okinawa. In the next days, he cannot stop the torrent of memories that flood his mind and that lead him to bad thoughts of his past: his youth in Nagoya, his relationship with
his wife, the uncle who shielded him from the harsh life of the army. Furthermore, as he is not able to recall anything useful, he writes the story of the last days of Yamato on a scrap of paper in order to face the future. In the final chapter, the reader discovers the secret of the lost
battleship. The lost battleship Yamato.
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